The question of avian subspecies was a hot topic 100 years ago, and the debate was playing out in the pages of The Auk. As mentioned previously (The Auk 129:797-798), the Sixteenth Supplement to the AOU Check-list prompted Joseph Grinnell to call for the elimination of all subspecies in the Check-list, as they were too confusing to amateurs. Then Jesse D. Figgins (1867 Figgins ( -1944 weighed in with a paper entitled ''The Fallacy of the Tendency towards Ultra-minute Decisions'' (The Auk 31:62-69). He started by stating ''In certain genera many identifications are quite impossible unless the student be willing to accept purely geographical evidence of an extremely doubtful character. Indeed, there are now numerous forms unrecognizable by even their sponsors, except through a knowledge of the locality from which such specimens were taken; and were the subject of less importance one's regret would be limited by his sense of humor.'' He continued, ''A continuance of this ''Futuristic'' school of ornithology will obviously lead to geography as a text-book of more importance than presentday literature on birds; and it will be necessary to study the subject through the use of charts resembling contour maps or weather report bulletins.''
Figgins presented a comparison of Gambel's Quail (Callipepla gambelii) introduced into western Colorado in 1885 with specimens from California where the introduced birds came from, showing differences in coloration and surprisingly in morphology in both male and females. He attributed those differences to food, climate, and environment. He concluded, Also 100 years ago, there was another great debate about what to do with the works of Mathurin Jacques Brisson (1723-1806) and Laurens Theodorus Gronovius (1730-1777) in terms of scientific nomenclature (e.g., Allen 1910). Modern taxonomy starts with the 10 th edition of Systema Naturae, published by Linnaeus in 1758, in which species are given a binominal name for genus and species. Brisson, who some consider the ''Father of Ornithology,'' published his work on ornithology, more than 4,000 pages in 6 quarto volumes, in 1760 and used binary names to describe species. Likewise, Gronovius published Museum Ichthyologicum in 1754, in which he used a mixture of binomial and binary names for fish. Gregory M. Mathews (1876 Mathews ( -1949 , the famous ornithologist from Australia (see photo), thought all of Brissonian genera were ''illegal'' under his interpretation of the International Code (The Auk 31:86-91). But in the 20 th opinion of the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, Gronovian genera were deemed acceptable given that his binary names looked like binomials referring to genus and species. Mathews protested that opinion, and now he was protesting Opinion 36, which also allowed Brissonian genera ''by the Code'' (his emphasis). Mathews predicted that allowing binary genera to have precedent over legitimate binomial genera was going to be a taxonomic nightmare. This was exacerbated by the fact that Linnaeus used many of Brisson's ''genera'' for birds in his 10 
